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Abstract
Weintroduce a dynamic scheme that captures the accesspatterns of linked data structures and can be used to predict
future accesses with high accuracy. Our technique exploits
the dependence relationships that exist between loads that
produce addresses and loads that consume these addresses.
By identzj+ing producer-consumer pairs, we construct a
compact internal representation for the associated structure
and its traversal. To achieve a prefetching eflect, a small
prefetch engine speculatively traverses this representation
ahead of the executing program.
Dependence-based
prefetching achieves speedups of up to 2.5% on a suite of
pointer-intensive programs.

1 Introduction
Linked data structures (LDS) such as lists and trees are used in
many important applications. The importance of LDS is growing
with the increasing popularity of C++, Java,and other systemsthat
use linked object graphs and function tables. Flexible, dynamic
construction allows linked structures to grow large and difficult to
cache. At the sametime, LDS are traversedin a way that prevents
individual accessesfrom being overlapped. These factors magnify
the negative performanceimpact of off-chip data access.
Prefetching can be an important tool in boosting the performanceof
applications that use LDS. Historically, however, prefetch mechanisms have had trouble with thesestructures. Not only do the overlap restrictions reduce the effectivenesswith which memory latency
can be hidden, but LDS accesseshave defied traditional address
prediction techniques that drive prefetching activity. These techniques rely on addressstreamregularities to extract arithmetic patterns that can be used to make predictions. Such patterns are not
necessarily found in LDS accesssequences.In this work, we proposea new solution that attacksboth problems by exploiting dependenceinformation.
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We say that two instructions are dependent if one producesa value
the other consumes, or affects its execution in some other way.
Techniques that exploit dependencesbaseanalysis and speculation
on this relationship, rather than the actual values exchanged. To
date, most microarchitectural techniques have used value-based
speculation techniques. Cachesexploit temporal and spatial locality in the set of addressesreferencedby the program, branchesare
predicted using outcomes of previous branches, and values are
speculatedusing histories of previous instruction results. However,
recent work [ 15][ 16][23][6] has demonstratedthat dependencerelationships exhibit regularities that can be exploited in ways that the
values they exchangecannot. These studieshave focusedprimarily
on memory dependences that exist between stores and loads that
accessthe same location. Our technique uses load value dependences, a class of dependencesbetween loads that produce (load
from memory) addressesand those that subsequently consume
(accessdata at) those addresses. Load value dependencescapture
regularities in the address generation process rather than in the
addressesthemselves.
dynamically identifies loads that
accesslinked data structures. It collects theseloads along with the
dependence relationships that connect them and constructs a
description of the steps the program has followed to traversethe
structure. Predicting that the programwill continue to follow these
samesteps,a small prefetch engine takesthis description and speculatively executes it in parallel with the original program. Since it
executes only the loads that are required to touch the data structure’s elements,this engine initiates LDS accessesat a rate dictated
only by the (memory) latency of each operation. Since the processor executes all instructions, the prefetch engine may run ahead,
producing the desired prefetching effect.
Dependence-based preftching

The rest of the work is organized as follows. We begin with a discussion of the issues involved in prefetching linked data structures
in section 2. In section 3, we briefly introduce our benchmarksuite,
and present statistics that motivate our solution for this problem. A
detailed description of our mechanismis presentedin section4, followed by a quantitative evaluation in section 5. We relate our solution to other work in section 6, then offer our conclusions.

2 Prefetching Linked Data Structures
Linked data structures (LDS) are widely used in compilers, databases,and graphics applications, LDS are constructedby connecting data elements to one another explicitly; elements in an LDS
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contain fields that name all adjacent elements by address. This
mode of connectivity allows the easy construction and manipulation of data structures of arbitrary shape,such as treesand graphs.
Dynamic construction also allows LDS to grow very large, making
them difficult to cache. Added to this is the fact that accessesto
successiveLDS elements, and to the data they contain cannot be
overlapped,as the processof addressgeneration itself requires an
inherently serial evaluation through memory. Commonly known
as the pointer-chasing problem, this condition effectively exposes
the full latency of each LDS access. The key to hiding this latency
is to issue LDS accessesas early as possible, overlapping them
with other work.
Prefetching can be implemented in both hardware and software.
Software schemes [ 17][ 12][ lo] have potentially larger analysis
scope and add no complexity to the processor. However, we
chooseto investigate hardware schemesfor severalreasons. Hardware mechanisms require no a priori program information or
transformations, as well as no architectural interface changes.
They impose no explicit execution overhead. Hardware techniques have at their disposal the execution profile of the program,
as well as other information, like the addressesof LDS elements,
that is available only at run-time. Dynamic solutions also have the
potential for adapting to program phases,changing conditions in
the processor and memory system, and behavior dictated by the
input. Finally, a hardware schememay be able to initiate action
earlier than a program supplied cue, since the latter must be “seen”
by the processor. This can be a useful .property when contending
with serialized latencies causedby pointer chasing.
Hardware prefetchers proposed to date [9][ I] analyze the address
history associated with an instruction or group of instructions.
They exploit regularity in the stream to compress the access
sequence,quickly regeneratingit to produce prefetching addresses.
For example, addresssequencesthat exhibit arithmetic regularity,
such asthe onescorresponding to sequential array traversal,can be
compressedto a pair of numbers: a base value and a stride. Not
only is this representation extremely compact, it has a nice property that allows it to be used as a formula to generatepreviously
unseenaddressesthat closely match actual program accesses.
In line with these methods, we may attempt to compressLDS
accesssequences. Ordinarily, a prefetch addressfor an LDS element cannot be generateduntil the addressesof all previous elements in the structure are known. Compression is attractive
becauseit allows for generation of prefetch addressesfor arbitrary
LDS elementswithout the need for a serial evaluation. However,
compressing an LDS access stream can be a difficult task.
Addressesof adjacent LDS elements are not required to have a
regular arithmetic relationship. Linear layout in an LDS is usually
the result of allocator strategy, compacting garbagecollection, or
careful hand optimization, and is often compromisedas the data
structure evolves. In the absenceof such regularity, we expect the
size of the compressedform to be proportional (smaller but certainly not constant) to the size of the LDS itself. This property
potentially makes compression of large structures inconvenient.
Even in the event that sufficient compression is possible, it is
unlikely that the compressedformat could be used to generatepreviously unseenaddresses.

To handle the case in which addressregularities are not available
and compressionis not possible, we make the observation that the
instructions used by the program to accessa particular set of LDS
elements, are themselves a compact formula for generating the
addressesof those elements. The mechanismwe presentcaptures
the processof addressgeneration itself and predicts addressesby
mimicking this process. In addition, by creating a separate,dependence-basedrepresentation for this important kernel of the program, our technique can issuerequestsfor LDS elementswith little
overhead, and with no interference from other parts of the program. The details of the mechanismare describedin section4. As
motivation, we first present a brief analysis of LDS accessbehavior in a suite of programs.

3 A Study of Pointer Intensive Programs
The technique we propose improves performanceby hiding memory latency associatedwith LDS access. Its effectivenesswill be a
function of three factors: (i) the number of LDS accessesin the
program and their contribution to the total latency associatedwith
the memory system, (ii) the amount of work in the program that
can be overlappedwith this latency, and (iii) our mechanism’sability to capturethis behavior and leveragethe available work. In this
section,we attempt to quantify the first two parametersby presenting a characterization of LDS accessbehavior for programsfrom
the Olden pointer-intensive benchmark suite [20]. The Olden
benchmarksare a collection of programs that includes small and
medium sized scientific codes(bh and em3d),processsimulations
(health and power), graph optimization routines (mst and tsp),
graphics utilities (perimeter and voronoi), a sorting routine (bisort)
and a toy tree benchmark(treeadd). We use this set of programsas
it had been previously used to evaluate compiler prefetching algorithms [ 121. A summary of the benchmarks,the sizes and types of
linked data structuresused, input parametersand dynamic instruction counts is shown in Table 1. In order to compressthe subsequent figures, we will refer to the benchmarks by only the first
three letters of their name (e.g., bis for bisort).
LDS-specific memory behavior can be summarizedby examining
the load instructions that accessLDS elements,orpointer loads in
our terminology. A pointer load is a load whose input baseaddress
was produced by another load instruction. This definition encompassesLDS accesses,and distinguishes them from stack and array
loads,whose addressesare computed arithmetically, and loads that
use addressesproduced by a meansother than an indirection.
The latency associatedwith pointer loads is difficult to account for
in a way that is not highly dependenton a particular processorconfiguration; we use data cache miss rate as an alternate metric to
give a feel for the magnitude of the problem. Also shown in table
1 for each benchmarkare the number of loads (as a percentageof
all dynamic instructions) and the data miss rate for a 32KB, 2-way,
32B line data cache. Pointer load behavior is summarizedunder
the headingspointer loads, which gives the fraction of all loads
that are pointer based,and pointer load contribution, which gives
the percent of all missescausedby pointer loads.
Pointer loads represent a large fraction of all loads in the Olden
benchmarksand contribute a disproportionately larger fraction of
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Table 1. Olden benchmark suite. Data structures used, input parameters, data set size, dynamic instruction count, loads, pointer loads
as a percentage of all loads, data cache miss ratefor a 32KB cache andpointer load contribution to the miss rate.

the cachemisses,accounting for nearly all misses in many of the
programs. With severalexceptions, notably health, em3d, and mst
most of these programs have good a priori data cache behavior.
These programs may still benefit from prefetching if the miss
latenciesare high and enough work exists to overlap with them.

3.1 Pointer-Load

(4

(b)

Classification

We find it useful to further classify pointer loads into recurrent,
traversal, and data loads. Members of each category have properties that restrict their overlap with different kinds of work, and can
therefore be thought of as being closer or further from the program’s critical path. Consequently,their importance to the performanceof the program,and to our mechanism,varies.

for (insn = 1;kin; insn = insn-mext)
process(insn->paWcode);
1:
2:
$Head: 3:
4:
5:
$Else: 6:
7:
$Exit::

insn = f
lw$24,f
baq$24,$0,$Exit
inswpat
Iw $15,8($24)
inswpat-xode
Iw $4,0($15)
jal process
Iw $24,4($24)
insn = inswnext
bne$24,$O,$Head

Recurrent loads are a subclass of pointer loads; they produce

addressesconsumedby future instancesof themselves. Recurrent
loads are often used as induction variables in loops (e.g., p = pmext in a list or p = p+left in a tree). It is important to note that
although our working definition is restricted to self-recurrent
loads, loadsmay feed themselvesindirectly (e.g., p = p-Aeft-wight).
Indirect recurrentloads are lumped together with traversal loads; a
class of loads that produce addressesfor pointer loads other than
themselves. Data loads are all pointer loads that are neither recurrent loads nor traversal loads; they load data other than addresses.

Figure 1. LDS traversal txample. (a) Source and (6) machine
code that traverses a linked list. (c) List layout in memory.

As an illustration of the definitions, we consider a short piece of
codethat processesa list of machine instructions, eachrepresented
by a pair of linked structures. The loop source and assemblycode
are shown in figure l(a) and (b) respectively, the list itself is shown
in part (c). Instruction 6, which loads the next field of an element,
is a recurrent load. Instruction 3 loads the addressof the pat strwhue and is a traversal load. Instruction 4 loads the codefield and
is a data load. Also shown in figure l(c) are three instances of
eachload correspondingto three loop iterations.

load, load 6, which has a latency longer than the execution time of
a single iteration. Since loads cannot be overlapped with loads that
depend on them, we see that 6’s latency can only be overlapped
with work from the sameiteration (e.g., 6c with 3c and 4c), leaving
the rest exposed. We cannot prefetch 6c effectively becauseto do
so would require that 6b completeexecution before its corresponding iteration. Similar restrictions apply to traversal loads (e.g.,
load 3). In the second case,we attempt to hide the latency of a
data load, 4. This can be done if 6 hits in the data cache. Namely,
we prefetch 6b as soon as 6a completes, and use the prefetched
value to prefetch 3c and then 4c. The latency of 4c is thus overlapped with somework from the previous iteration. These examples suggestthat handling recurrent and traversal loads efficiently
is the key to prefetching LDS.

3.2 Quantifying

The important aspectof our classification scheme is that it partitions loads according to the type of work that can be used to in
overlapping and hiding their latency. We illustrate this using two
examples. In the first, we try to hide the latency of a recurrent

Available Work

In the previous sections,we identified the work available for overlapping with pointer loads, especially recurrent and traversal loads,
as being important in a prefetching solution. We now quantify this
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available work. To do so, we measurethe distance in dynamic
instructions between a pointer load and the closest load that produces its base address. Multiple loads may produce the same
address,for examplewhen the addressis passedas a parametervia
the stack. Although choosing the closest load representsthe worst
casefor our mechanism,it provides an unambiguous metric. Figure 2 presentscumulative distributions of thesedistancesfor (a) all
pointer loads and (b) recurrent loads.
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Figure 2. Cumulative address-producer distance distribution.
Distance between a pointer load and the closest producer of its
base address. Distances of at most 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 (gray),
and 256 (black) dynamic instructions for (a) all pointer loads
and(b) recurrent loads.

The results shown in figure 2 are mixed. Programslike bh, bisort,
em3d, perimeter, power, and voronoi contain a large number of
recurrent loads with long producer distances (over 128 dynamic
instructions). Health, mst, treeadd, and tsp have a large representation of short dependence-distancerecurrent loads, indicating an
abundanceof tight loops and a potential lack of work for overlapping with prefetches. However, dependence-basedprefetching
may still have a positive effect by hiding someof the latency associated with theseloads. In addition, theseprograms have traversal
and data loads with somewhatlonger producer distances, indicating that prefetching has the opportunity to be successful. We now
presenta mechanismthat attemptsto exploit as much of the available work aspossible to tolerate pointer load latency.

figure 1. We show the dynamic instruction streamwith all instructions currently in the processor’swindow shaded. Let us assume
that a prefetch engine has identified load 1 as producing the value
that initiates the load 6 recurrence,and that load 6 has been targeted for prefetch. We would like prefetching to proceed in dataflow fashion. That is, as soonasan instanceof load 6 completes,a
prefetch for the next instanceshould be issued immediately. This
rapid sequenceof prefetchesis shown in figure 3(a). The processor usesthe value loadedby 1 to fetch the secondlist element. The
prefetch engine takes over from there, prefetching an element as
soon as the addressof the previous elementbecomesavailable. We
note that, using this schemeand allowing for some rough timing
assumptions, the prefetch for the fourth element (6~) may be
issued by the prefetch engine before the processor even seesthe
load correspondingto the third element.
The ability to forge aheadof the current instruction window is an
important feature that allows a potential solution to attack serialized latencies more efficiently than a typical dynamically-scheduled processor. An out-of-order machine, shown in figure 3(a),
can approximate the effect of the schemewe presentby scheduling
pointer loads as soon astheir inputs are ready. It may, for example,
issue instruction 6 as soon as instruction 1 completes. However, to
do so requires that the processorboth (i) seeinstruction 6, and (ii)
understandthat it is in someway more important than instruction 3
and issue it first. Dependence-based
prefetching effectively meets
thesetwo requirementsby considering only pointer loads. First, it
prioritizes recurrent loads. More importantly, it can initiate
prefetches for loads that the processorhas not seen. Advancing
sufficiently far aheadof the processorand opening up enough distancebetweenthe prefetch and the target load, allows dependencebasedprefetches to cover long LDS accesslatencies. While this
does not constitute a solution to the pointer-chasing problem per
se, it doesoverlap the latency of a given pointer load with all available work starting with the production of its baseaddress.

(4

Processor
PC ADDRVAL

PrefetchEngine

:b)
EL

4 A Dependence-Based Prefetch Mechanism
Dependence-basedprefetching dynamically extracts the program
kernel responsible for computing addressesof LDS elements. It
then speculatively and aggressivelyexecutesthis kernel alongside
the original program. Prefetching is achieved as the engine
advancesaheadof the main program. In this section, we describe
the goals and intended operation of a prefetching mechanism that
can predict linked structure accessand effectively tolerate serialized latencies. We use thesegoals to derive a set of requirements
for a dependence-basedapproach. These, in turn, drive our proposed implementation.

pmziq
pat-xode
Figure 3. High-level dependence-based prefetching example.
(a) High level description of the prefetch effect we hope to
achieve. (b) The abstract internal representation of the list
required to drive this mechanism.

To achieve the effect we described,a mechanismmust: (i) identify
instructions that participate in traversal (1, 3,4 and 6 in our example), (ii) activate instancesof these instructions with the appropriate input values and (iii) do so as soon as those input values

We illustrate the desired effect of an LDS prefetching mechanism
using the linked list example of the previous section. Figure 3(a)
shows an abstractprocessorexecuting the program fragment from
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indexed by the load value to facilitate matching. Figure 4(a) shows
the CT and PPW.

becomeavailable. We satisfy theserequirementsby exploiting the
dependencerelationship that exists betweenthe loads that produce
addressesand those that use them. We use dependenceinformation to rephraseour requirements:as each addressis loaded, we
predict the loads that will use that address,and issueprefetchesfor
them immediately. It is interesting to note that this processis selfrecurrent, as the completedprefetchesmay themselvesbe used to
launch new prefetches.
We aim to provide structures that make the process of finding
potential consumersof a given addresssimple, and use these to
drive the prefetching process. At an abstractlevel, the information
we need to representcan be thought of as a graph. Figure 3(b)
shows the graph representationfor the list traversal. This graph
encodesboth the structural dejinition of the list and the steps the
program took to traverseit. The prefetch schedule in part (a) was
generatedby “unrolling” the shadedpart of this representation.

(b)

With a high level understanding of how the dependence-based
prefetching functions, we go into a detailed description of several
of its important aspects. Section 4.1 describeshow information is
gathered and used to construct a representation for a particular
LDS. In section 4.2, we show how prefetches are requestedand
serviced by the memory system. Section 4.3 describes how the
prefetching processis throttled to minimize erroneous prefetches.
In each section, we provide a simple implementation of the corresponding structuresand use our running example (insn = inswnext)
to demonstratetheir function. Finally, we give a short qualitative
example in the context of prefetching a binary tree.

4.1 Constructing

an LDS Representation

In this section, we describehow LDS traversal is representedusing
dependences,and how these dependencesare identified and captured. To make the rest of the discussionmore concrete,we begin
with the representation.

BASEVALPC

INST

Processor

Figure 4. CT and PPW working example. (a) Block schematic
of PPW and CT. (b) The PPW and CT capture the recurrence
between instruction 6 and itsecf (insn = insn-mext).

Correlations are created at instruction commit time. As a load
commits, its base addressvalue is checked against entries in the
PPW,with a correlation createdon a match. The load and its target
value are then recorded in the PPW for checking against future
loads. This processis illustrated in figure 4(b), which shows how
the self dependenceof load 6 (insn = insn-mext) is captured. As
load 6 commits, its baseaddressvalue (BASEVAL) is looked up in
the PPW, which indicates that the previous instance of 6 was the
last to load this address(action 1, circled). A new correlation is
inserted into the CT establishing the dependencefrom 6 to itself
(action 2). Finally, the value loadedby the current instance of load
6 is enteredinto the PPW (action 3).
We close this section with two comments regarding the dependence detection process. First, we note that not all loads are
potential consumers, nor are all loads producer candidates that
must be entered into the PPW. As an optimization, we dismiss
loads basedoff the stack and global pointers as potential consumers since their base addressesare computed via addition. As
potential producers, we consider only loads that accessaddresssized quantities. This is only a heuristic and by no meansa substitute for true type information. Many loads that fit the size criteria
(e.g., instruction 4 in our running example) do not load addresses.
Thesefalse address loads reducethe effective size of the PPW and
contend for CT ports. A further optimization would involve identifying (true) addressloads using compiler analysis or profiling, and
communicating this information to the processorusing a hint.

The component responsiblefor storing dependenceinformation is
the Correlation Table (CT). Each correlation representsa depen-

dence between a load instruction that produces an address (PR)
and a subsequentload that uses(consumes)that address(CN). In
addition to producer and consumer identities (an instruction’s
identity is its PC), eachcorrelation also contains an address generation template (TMPL), which is a condensedform of the consuming load itself. A template contains an opcode and an offset only.
A correlation implicitly contains a sourceidentifier (the producer).
Destination specifiers are incidental since templates are instantiated for their prefetching effect only. The CT may be implemented
as a cache indexed by the producer and should be associative to
somedegree,as a single producermay feed multiple consumers.

Finally, we observe that although the prefetch engine is dependence based, dependencesare captured using values (addresses).
This organization is particularly suitable for our application.
Pointer addresses flow from producer to eventual consumer
unchangedby arithmetic manipulation. Furthermore,numeric values associatedwith addressesare rarely seen in other contexts,
allowing us to assumesafely that two instructions that name the
sameaddressare actually related. More importantly, using values
allows us to capturedependencesaccurately,ignoring intermediate
register moves and spills to and from memory. Finding earlier
producersenablesmore work to be overlappedwith a given miss.

The dynamic creation of correlations requires that we identify
loads that produce addresses,identify loads that consume those
addresses,and pair producers with consumers even though they
might be far apart in the dynamic instruction stream. To do so, the
processor maintains a list of the most recently loaded values and
the corresponding instructions. This structure, the Potential Producer FEndow (PPW), may be implementedas a queue or a cache
containing load value (ADDRVAL) and producer (PR) pairs,
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4.2 Prefetch Issue and Use
In this section, we describe how prefetch requestsare issued, how
they are serviced by the memory system, and how the results are
used by subsequentloads. The organization we present is driven
by the beliefs that data ports are precious and the prefetch engine
should use them only when they are idle, and that prefetched
blocks should be kept out of the data cacheuntil they are known to
be useful. In line with these requirements,we introduce two new
structures. The Prefetch Request Queue (PRQ) buffers prefetch
requests until data ports are available to service them. The
Prefetch Buffer (PB) is a small data cache that temporarily holds
prefetchedblocks. The PRQ and PB are shown in figure 5(a).
Prefetch requestsare issuedto the PRQ when an addressload completes in the processor. A completedload probesthe CT in search
of potential consumers. On a match, a prefetch addressis formed
by applying the addressgenerationformula to the valuejust loaded
and a request is enqueued onto the PRQ on behalf of the consumer. Figure 5(b) illustrates this sequencefor our running example. An instance of load 6 completesand queries the CT (action
1). Finding the self correlation, it computesthe addressof the next
list element using the loaded value and the correlation formula
(action 2). A prefetch request for this addressis taggedwith the
appropriate consumerand enqueued(action 3).

(a)

to chase a null pointer or accessan unmappedpage) are simply
dropped. In figure 5(c), the request made by instruction 8 is
dequeuedand placed into the PB (action 4). Since the corresponding block is not found in the first level cache,a requestis issuedto
the next level (action 5).
Since we would like the prefetch engine to run aheadof the processor, it is important that completed prefetchesbe themselvesable to
spawn other prefetches. To facilitate this, the PB maintains a list
of requesting consumers (CN) with each block. When a
prefetched block arrives, each consumer on the list assumesthe
role of a producer, probes the CT and potentially generatesfurther
requests. An illustration of these stepscan be obtained by substituting a completed prefetch for the completedload in figure 5(b).
In figure 5(d), a load instruction picks up a value from the prefetch
buffer. The PB and the data cache are accessedin parallel. A
cache miss will bring the block into the cacheas usual. However,
the processorneed not wait if the data is available in the PB.

4.3 Simplifying

Prefetch Throttle and Control

Allowing the prefetch engine to run arbitrarily far aheadof the processor is undesirable. First, if the prefetch engine gets too far
ahead,it may overwrite useful data before the processorhas had a
chanceto use it. We call this phenomenonearfyprefetching. Second, prefetching is speculative, and by definition subject to misspeculation. Should the prefetch engine choose the wrong
prefetching path, when traversing a tree for instance, we would
like to keep the length of this excursion to a minimum.
Crafting a general solution that would throttle prefetching activity
seemscomplicated. First, we would probably needto keepa running log of prefetches made on behalf of every load so that later
program instances do not spawn prefetchesthat duplicate earlier
ones. Second,this mechanismwould needto detectdiscrepancies
between per-load accesssequencesof the processorand those of
the prefetch engine, and be able to initiate proper recovery. Fortunately, we have found that for our benchmarks, allowing the
prefetch engine to run arbitrarily far aheadis unnecessary.In fact,
prefetching a single instance aheadof a given load is sufficient.

(c)
(d)

To reason about why this might be so, we revisit our list example
from figure l(c), and consider the question of whether a prefetch
for 6b, triggered by the completion of 6a, should itself trigger a
prefetch for 6c. There are two basic casesto considerhere,and the
answer for both is no. In the first case,there is enough work starting with 6a to fully overlap with the miss latency of 6b. We therefore assumethat there will be enough work to hide the latency of
6c if the prefetch is triggered by the completion of 6b. There.is no
advantage to triggering the prefetch any earlier. In the second
case,there is not enough work and the latency of 6b is only partially hidden. Here, the program instruction and its intended
prefetch will complete at the sametime, and it should makeno differencewhich one triggers the prefetch for 6c.

\(6)/
Load,w,

Figure 5. Prefetch example. (a) Block schematic of the PB and
PRQ. (b) A completed load probes the CT, finds a potential
consumer and enqueues a prefetch request onto the PRQ. (c) If
a data cache port is free, the prefetch request is dequeued and
issued to the prefetch buflex Theprefetch buffer chechz thejrst
level cache for the block, issuing a request to the second level
cache on a miss. (d) A load uses the prefetched block.

Prefetch requestsare dequeuedfrom the PRQ and serviced by the
memory systemwhen a datacacheport is free. The PB attemptsto
extract the block from the first level cache,issuing a requestto the
second level cache on a miss. Spurious requests(e.g., attempting

Of course, the argument we just gave is not the whole story. It is
possible for different loop iterations to have different execution
latencies, and it is possible to “borrow” work from one iteration for
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Wavefront correctly prefetches down the tree but along the way
performs a lot of uselessprefetches which correspondto traversal
back up the tree. This occurs becausethe left-feeds-right correlation is assumedto hold at all levels of the tree, even though it is
only valid at the leaves. We expect the overall effect of wavefront
prefetching to be positive. Near the bottom of the tree, all nodes
are likely to fit in the prefetch buffer making order irrelevant. Near
the top, wavefront will produce some early prefetches. However,
thesewill not be followed past the first node. Wavefrontprefetching should tolerate some latency for at least half the nodes(all the
left children), with addedbenefit near the leavesof the tree. A possible improvement to our schemethat would help in tree prefetching would allow it to unlearn or turn off the left-to-right
correlation, and eliminate these useless requests. We do not
explore such an improvement in this paper.

use in another. These situations may arise if the loop contains
someconditional code, in which casea recurrent load miss during
a short iteration can be hidden using work from a previous, longer
iteration. Another possibility is for structure elementsto be laid
out sequentially and packedtwo or more to a cacheline. Here, the
processor would incur a miss followed by one or more hits.
Prefetching only a single instance aheadprevents us from exploiting situations like these.
Despite this drawback, single instance prefetching has many
advantages,not the least of which is a greatly simplified implementation. Enforcing single-instance prefetching can be done
using a counter attached to each prefetch request, and does not
require per-instruction prefetching state. Second,it issuesa single
prefetch request per actual memory reference (allowing each
instruction to spawn prefetchesfor the next two instanceswill generate two requests for every actual load), a feature that keeps
prefetching overheadlow and trims the bandwidth requirementsof
the correlation table and prefetch buffer. Finally, it limits errant
prefetch chains to a length of one.

4.4 An Example: Prefetching

5 Evaluation
In this section, we provide experimental evidence of the effectivenessof our proposedmechanism. Section 5.1 describesour experimental framework, our benchmarks suite and our simulation
environment. In section 5.2, we use execution-driven functional
simulation to evaluate our mechanism’sability to correctly predict
LDS accesses,measuring prediction accuracy as a function of
PPW and CT sizes. We use these to establish an accurateyet reasonable predictor configuration. In section 5.3 we measurethe
performance impact of dependence based prefetching using
detailed timing simulations, and compare the speedupsagainst
other, simple prefetching mechanisms. Finally, in sections5.4 and
5.5, we take a closer look at prefetching itself, and try to gain
insight into our performance numbers by measuring its efficiency,
overhead,and interaction with the memory system.

a Binary Tree

The purpose of this section is to provide a qualitative feel for the
operation of dependence based prefetching. Specifically, we
examine how dependence-basedprefetching handles an in-order
binary tree traversal (often used in reduction operations). In-order
tree traversal is often implemented recursively (depth first) using
two induction variables and three instructions: one fetchesthe left
child, the secondrestoresthe addressof the current node after the
left traversalhas finished, and the third fetchesthe right child using
the restoredvalue. These instructions are assembledinto four correlations which are shown in figure 6(a): (11)left feeds left (continue traversal down a left path), (rl) right feeds left (begin
traversal down left path), (lr) left feeds right (only at leaf nodes),
and (sr) restorefeedsright (going back up the tree).

5.1 Experimental

Framework

Our experimentswere performed using the Olden pointer-intensive
benchmarksuite [20]. The benchmarkswere modified by hand to
execute on a single processor, and all CM-5 specific code was
removed. We compiled the programs for the MIPS-I architecture
using the GNU GCC 2.7.2 compiler with optimization flags -02
and -f&011-loops. Many of the benchmarkscontain lengthy, allocation-dominated initialization phases that are not sped up by
dependence-basedprefetching; we did not optimize or discount
thesein any way. Finally, the suggestedinput setsfor somebenchmarkswere changedto produce longer execution samples.

Figure 6. Tree traversal andprefetching. (a) Four correlations
representing tree traversal.
(b) Ideal tree prefetching (c)
Wavefront tree prefetchingperformed by our mechanism.

For our simulations, we use the SimpleScalar simulator [2]. We
model a 4-way superscalar,out-of-order processorwith a conventional five stage pipeline that allows a maximum of 32 in-flight
instructions. The branch unit uses a hybrid schemewith an 8Kentry selector table choosing between the outcomes of an 8Kentry, 10 bit history gshareschemeand an 8K-entry 2-bit predictor.
Targets’are stored in 2K entry, 4-way BTB. The processorhas 4
integer ALUs, 4 floating point adders,and single integer and floating point multiply/divide units. ALU operations complete in single cycle, multiply and divide have 3 and 20 cycle latencies.
Floating point operations take 2 cycles for addition, 4 for multiplication and 24 for division. The adder is pipelined. The memory

Traversal, and consequently ideal prefetching, proceeds in the
manner shown in figure 6(b), prefetchesare shown next to the tree
and shadedto match the corresponding correlation. The prefetches
in this sequenceare issued using only correlations (11),(rl), and
(sr), and prefetch left chains left-to-right and bottom-up. Our
mechanismissuesprefetchesusing all correlations as shown in figure 6(c). The resulting effect is a left-to-right, top-down prefetch
order which we call wavefront.
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As we claimed earlier, a dependence-basedrepresentationhas the
ability to predict pointer load addressesnearly perfectly. Once the
addressgenerationprocess(producer) for a given pointer load has
been identified, addressesfor all future instances of the same
instruction can be accurately pre-computed. The nearly perfect
prediction accuracies we achieve testify to the stability of the
dependencerelationships. The relatively small structuresrequired
to achieve high accuracy, 64 PPW entries and 256 correlations,
implies that the correlation working set is small.

systemconsistsof 32KB, 32-byte line, 2-way set-associativefirstlevel instruction and data cachesand a 512K, 64-byte line, 4-way
set associative shared second level cache. The first level data
cache can be accessedin a single cycle, the second level cache
latency is 12 cycles to the first word and an additional cycle for
eachword thereafter. Latency to main memory is 70 cycles. The
processoruses2 read/write ports and a 16 entry load-storequeue.
Our prefetching configuration includes a 128 entry PPW,and a 256
entry CT. Prefetch requestswait on a 32 entry PRQ, and are serviced only on cycles when either of the data cache ports is available. We use a 32 entry, IKB fully associative PB with 4 read/
requestports and an accesslatency of 1 cycle. The PB sharesthe
off-chip data bus with the instruction and data caches;contention
on the bus is modeled.

5.2 Address Prediction

5.3 Speedups
We now measurethe performance impact of dependencebased
prefetching. The basemachine for the experiment is describedin
section 5.1. We implement two flavors of the dependence-based
prefetching scheme. The first is the one we have been describing
all along. The second is augmented with a coarse confidence
mechanism that turns off prefetches if the corresponding static
load has hit in the first level data cache 8 or more times in a row.
These speedupsare shown in as light and dark gray bars, respectively in figure 8. We comparethesespeedupsagainst a naive form
of prefetching, namely a system that has twice the on-chip data
cacheand uses64, rather than 32, byte lines. Speedupsassociated
with this double data cacheconfiguration are shown in black.

Accuracy

We measurethe ability of our mechanism to capture dependences
and use them to predict future LDS addresses. At this point, we
are not interested in timing or even the utility of the prefetches
themselves. We simply count the fraction of all dynamic pointer
loads for which, at the time they were ready to issue, a correlation
was presentin the CT that both: (i) named the pointer load as the
consumer,and (ii) would have produced the correct address. Factors that determine prediction accuracy are the maximum detectable load dependencedistance, which prevents the detection and
prediction of pointer loads with longer dependences,and the working set size of the correlations themselves. The maximum detectable dependencedistance is determined by the size of the PPW,
while the correlation working set that can be efficiently representedis given by the number of entries in the CT. This part of the
evaluation allows us to estimate the implementation resourcesthat
should be devotedto these componentsin order to achieve reasonable prediction accuracies. Figure 7 shows (a) addressprediction
accuracyas a function of PPW size given an infinite CT, and (b) as
a function of CT size with a fixed 64-entry PPW. We evaluate a
fully-associative CT to eliminate aliasing effects.
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Figure
8. Performance
impact of dependence-based
Speedups of dependence based prefetching
prefetching.
without (lt gray) and with (dk gray) a coarse confidence
scheme, compared to a system that prefetches by doubling the
line size, and thus overall size, of the data cache (black).

Dependence-basedprefetching improves the performance of several benchmarkssignificantly, while having a slight negative performanceimpact in only one case, votonoi. The averagespeedup
for a 1KB prefetch buffer is lo%, significantly outperforming an
extra 32KB of data cache. More significant speedupsare obtained
for health, em3d, mst, andperimeter.
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Em3d, health, and mst are list-based programs with relatively poor
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cachebehavior. Dependence-basedprefetching easily captureslist
traversal behavior and overlaps the element accesslatencies with
the available work. Performance improvement for these benchmarks is roughly proportional to the amount of work in a single
loop iteration. Mt’s lists are used to implement buckets in a hash
table and the loops that traverse them are tight and unable to hide
much latency. Performance improvement in mst is due to many
partially hidden misses. Each iteration of em3d’s main Ioop contains a smaller loop of dependentfloating point loads (data pointer
loads). This work in each iteration is sufficient to hide the latency
of the recurrent loop induction access,and additional benefit is
gained by prefetching the floating point data attachedto eachnode.
The outer loop in health contains quite a bit of computation, but it

Figure 7. Address prediction accuracy.
Percentage of
accurately predicted pointer-load addresses. (a) An infinite CT
and PPW sizes of 1.4.16, and 64 (black). (b) A 64-entry PPW
and CT sizes of 4.16.64 and 256 (black).
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marks for which the greatest performance improvement was
observed,em3d, health, mst, andperimeter. The fact this category
is so dominant meansthat dependencebasedprefetching is both
accurate and efficient. The only application for which this block
distribution does not hold true is treeadd, which has very little
work at eachrecursive step. The result is that, except near the bottom of the tree, the prefetch engine can only repeat the work of the
processor,it cannot prefetch ahead.

is the tight inner loops that are responsible for the majority of
misses. The benefit we seein this program is due to the terrible a
priori miss rate and a high doseof partially covered latencies.
Perimeter uses a quadtree and benefits from the wavefront
prefetching effect explained in section 4.4. Bisort, treeadd and tsp
use binary trees as their primary data structure, and also benefit
from the sameeffect. Perimeter seesa larger improvement than
the others becausemore work is available for overlapping at each
recursive step. Treeadd has so little work at each recursive step, in
fact, that the only benefit comesfrom the wavefront effect near the
leaves of the tree. When following the correct traversal, the processor is issuing requestsas fast as the prefetch engine. Bh and
power are multiway-tree basedprograms, but both start out with
extremely good cachebehavior.

The left bar in each series representsthe prefetching overhead in
somesense. Theseare the prefetchedblocks that were found in the
first level cacheand copied into the prefetch buffer. These blocks
are not entirely useless,since once in the prefetch buffer they may
spawn other more useful prefetches. Moving cacheblocks into the
prefetch buffer has two other positive effects which are illustrated
by the fact that theseblocks are actually used via the buffer. One
possibility is that the block may have been subsequently displaced
from the first level cache, in which case the prefetch buffer is
assumingthe role ofpointer-load victim buffer. The secondpossibility is that the prefetch buffer was used becausethe data cache
ports were busy, in which casethe prefetch buffer acts as a bandwidth amplifier. We do not separatethe contribution of the two
effects here.

Voronoi usespointers, but most of its most of its cache missesare
causedby array and scalar loads. Most prefetches issued during
execution are uselessand, combined with a low initial miss rate,
contribute little other than bus contention. The resulting 2% slowdown prompted our experiment with the confidence mechanism.
The addition of confidence eliminates these unnecessary
prefetchesand lifts our impact on voronoi back into the positive
range. However,it also eliminates most of the useful prefetcheson
treeadd, cutting our gains on that benchmark. Experimentation
with more elaborate confidence mechanisms is warranted, but is
outside the scopeof this work.

5.5 Memory System Performance Metrics
From the memory systemstandpoint, we quantify both the (hopefully) positive aspectsand the overhead in the form of additional
bandwidth consumed. We begin by measuring the latency tolerated by prefetchedblocks. Here, data cache miss rates do not tell
the whole story since the latency of many pointer loads, as well as
other loads that accesson pointer load cachelines, may be partially
hidden. Instead,we presenttwo more telling metrics.

5.4 A Closer Look at Prefetching
In this section, we attempt to gain some insights into the performanceof dependence-based
prefetching by taking a closer look at
prefetching activity. We begin by presenting a breakdown of all
cacheblocks prefetchedby our mechanism along two axes: block
origin (i.e., level in the memory hierarchy) and block utility. These
breakdownsare shown per benchmark in figure 9. The bar on the
left representsblocks that were resident in the first level cache,the
one on the right those that were fetched from the second level
cache and potentially main memory. The bottom, darker, portion
of each bar representsthe fraction of blocks that were used. The
combined heights of the two bars add up to lOO%, but we split
them for clarity,

Prefetch coverage measuresthe fraction of would-be load misses
serviced by the prefetch mechanism. The height of each bar in figure 10(a) is the sum of the percentageof would-be load misses
whose latency was fully tolerated by prefetching (dark, bottom
portion), and those whose latency was only partially hidden (light,
top portion). For each benchmark,the bar on the left represents
pointer loads, and the bar on the right all loads. Since the bar on
the right samples more loads than the one on the left, we may
expect its overall height to be shorter. However, if enough nonpointer loads benefit from prefetching, by virtue of being on the
samecache line as a pointer target for instance, then the effectiveness for loads in general will be higher than for pointer loads in
particular. As we predicted in section 3.2, the short dependence
distances do not provide much work for overlapping, and consequently, many load missesare only partially masked. However, for
the benchmarks that showed the greatest speedups,as many as
75% of all would-be load missessaw somelatency reduction.
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Figure 9. Prefetched block breakdown. Blocks prefetched from
the jirst level (left) and second level (right) caches. Useful
blocks (bottom, dark), and unused blocks (top, light).

Prefetch coverageis only a histogram; it does not say how much
latency was tolerated for each serviced load nor what that latency
is in relation to the other loads. For this reason, we also measure
reduction average load wait time, which represents the overall
improvement in memory system performance. Normalized average load latencies are shown in figure 10(b), again with pointer
loads on the left (in gray) and all loads on the right (black). Not

The dark portion of the bars on the right representsthe useful work
performedby dependencebasedprefetching. This is the fraction of
blocks that were prefetchedfrom the second level cache and used.
This category accounts for nearly half of all prefetched blocks in
all benchmarksexcept for treeadd, and dominates those bench-
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accesses,an averageof 4%, is slight and reinforces our belief that
our mechanism is very efficient and accurate. The lack of a more
substantial increase meansthat most prefetchesare indeed useful
and simply take the place of subsequentreads resulting from
would-be first level misses. The 4% increaseand the 2% increase
in memory bus traffic is due to our mechanism’sinability to precisely mimic the traversal of non-linear data structures,such as the
ones in bh and voronoi, and the resulting early prefetches. These
figures show that even in the caseof serialized latencies, memory
bandwidth can be readily tradedoff for latency.
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Much work has been done in the areaof data prefetching, both in
software and hardware. Compiler optimizations that improve data
locality [ 131like blocking and loop interchangecan greatly reduce
the need for prefetching. However, these fundamentally rely on
compile-time knowledge of the data set layout and its interaction
with the cache. Linked structures are not often laid out by the
compiler, and are incompatible with theseoptimizations. Software
pipelining [lo] tolerates high latency loads in loops by increasing
the distance between the load and instructions that use its value.
While not requiring specific layout information, software pipelining relies on the ability to quickly generateaddressesfor arbitrary
structure elements. LDS accessundermines this critical requirement. General purpose software prefetching [ 17][ 1l] tolerates
load latency by scheduling a matching speculative non-faulting
load [21] far in advance. Pointer chasing requires that the address
for a speculative LDS load be generatedusing a chain of dependent loads. The critical path of this chain and its relationship to the
original load greatly limits the scheduling scope of the prefetch,
and consequently,the amount of latency that can be hidden.

vor

Figure 10. Memory performance improvement metrics. (a)
Percentage of would-be load misses serviced by the prefetch
bujfeev. Fully hidden misses (bottom of each bar), partially
hidden misses (top), pointer loads (left bar) and all loads (right
bar). (b) Normalized average latency for pointer loads (left,
gray) and all loads (right, black).

coincidentally, the sharpest improvements correspond to those
benchmarks for which dependencebased prefetching performs
best. For these, the averageload wait time was cut by 25%. On
several others, bisort and tsp, a significant decrease in load
responsetime is not translatedinto a much higher execution efficiency. For these benchmarks,most of the useful prefetches are
associatedwith traversal and data loads that do not execute along
the critical path. Voronoi is the only program that experiencesan
increasein load latency.
We quantify the overhead of dependence-basedprefetching in
terms of increasein the number of accessesto the on chip and second level data caches,aswell as to main memory. These increases
are shown in figure 11. The dominating overhead, although it is
certainly tolerable, is the increasedbandwidth demandon the first
level data cacheports. This increase,an averageof 15% acrossthe
benchmarks,is a product of our decision to check prefetch requests
for residencein the first level cache,before sending them off-chip.
This policy greatly reduces the turn-around time for prefetch
requests that are already cache resident, and more importantly,
allows dependentuseful requeststo issue much more quickly. We
reiterate that this overheadis not seenby the processorsince the
ports are used for prefetching only when they are otherwise idle.
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Luk and Mowry [12] proposedand evaluated a greedy compiler
algorithm for scheduling software prefetchesfor linked data structures. They showed this schemeto be effective for certain programs, citing instruction overhead and the generation of useless
prefetches as performance degradation factors for others. Their
algorithm uses type information to identify recurrent pointer
accesses,including thoseaccessedvia an?lys,and may have advantagesin tailoring a prefetch scheduleto a particular traversal. Our
hardware scheme, on the other hand, does not incur instruction
overhead, and can prefetch non-pointer data that resides in linked
structures. In addition, it provides dynamic detection and suppression of unnecessaryprefetches. We expect that this samemechanism can be integrated with a compiler-basedprefetch-generation
schemeto improve resourceconsumption.
Luk and Mowry [ 121presenteda casefor history-pointer prefetching, which augments linked structure nodes with prefetching
pointer fields, and data-linearization, in which LDS are programmatically laid out at runtime to allow sequential prefetch machinery to capture their traversal. While theseschemeshave potential
for speedup,they also incur seriousoverheadsin the form of runtime storage and additional code neededto maintain history pointers and linear data layout, respectively. Both are difficult to
automate.

vor

Figure Il. Memory bandwidth overhead Memory bandwidth
usage increases: jirst level data cache (It gray), second level
cache (dk gray) and main memory (black).

Another benefit of checking blocks for data cacheresidencebefore
issuing a requestoff-chip is a substantialreduction in second-level
cache bus traffic. The increasewe observe in second level cache
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Another class of software solutions to this problem utilizes cacheconscious data placement [5], the runtime allocation or reorganization of LDS nodes. Clustering techniques pack adjacent LDS
nodes into a single (if possible) or consecutive cache lines and
improve the spatial locality and arithmetic regularity of LDS
access. Coloring techniques eliminate conflicts that occur in common traversals. Data-placement techniques can dramatically
improve performance, even when little or no work is available for
latency overlapping. However, they incur a potentially high reorganization overhead, making them mostly suitable for relatively
static structures. In addition, they are not predictive and do not
hide latency resulting from capacity misses. Finally, they require
knowledge of the cache parameters. Dependence-basedprefetching will mask capacity misses when other work is available, and
incurs no explicit overhead.

7 Summary and Future Directions
We introduce a dependencebased mechanism that dynamically
captures and representspointer accessbehavior, and usesthe representation for prefetching linked data structures (LDS). Dependence-basedanalysis does not rely on regularities in the address
stream, capturing address generation activity explicitly. As a
result, it successfully predicts LDS accesssequencesthat exhibit
little or no arithmetic patterns. We show that a dependencebased
mechanism can capture and correctly predict nearly all of the
accessesperformed by an actual LDS traversal. A prefetch scheme
using this mechanism can boost performanceof pointer intensive
programsby 1% to 25%. We makethe following contributions:
(i) We characterizepointer loads and show that, in a suite of
pointer-based programs, these are responsible for a significant and often disproportionate fraction of the data
cache misses. We categorizepointer loads into data, traversal, and recurrent loads and describehow the latency
associatedwith membersof each category may be tolerated.

A similar volume of researchhas been done in hardwareprefetching [3], and dynamic techniques for addressprediction [7]. Most
of these, such as stream buffers [9], reference prediction table
(RPT)[4] and the subsequent Tango [19] analyze address
sequencesfor single instructions arithmetically, and are designed
to deal primarily with strided accesspatterns. Josephand Grunwald [8] describe Markov predictors which representcache miss
sequencesin the form of a probabilistic transition table. Markov
predictors are capableof capturing complex patterns,but are nonethelessaddressbased,and require storageproportional to the number of distinct entries in the miss stream.

(ii) We present a new dependence-based
mechanismthat can
correctly predict future LDS accessesby capturing and
mimicking the LDS traversal behavior of the executing
program. Our scheme is based on the identification of
dependence relationships between loads that produce
LDS element addresses,and loads that consume them.
We show that these dependencerelationships are stable
and have a small working set,leading to high addressprediction accuracies.

Mehrotra and Harrison [14] proposed simple extensions to the
RPT aimed at capturing recurrent access patterns. They augmented the RPT with a Recurrence Recognition Unit (RRU), a
finite statemachine able to recognize single level recurrences,such
as the ones used in list traversal. The RRU is an efficiently implemented mechanism that leverages structures used for arithmetic
prefetching, and captures list access,the most common LDS traversal. Like the RPT, the RRU analyzesaddressstreamson a perinstruction basis, and does not capture dependencebetweenmultiple instructions that arise in tree and graph traversals. Dependence-basedprefetching can captureand prefetch all pointer loads.
However, it has a potentially higher implementation cost.

(iii) We show that a dependence-based
representationenables
aggressive, greedy prefetching of linked structures.
While not strictly overcoming pointer chasing, this mode
of execution can overlap a large fraction of the available
work with serialized latencies.
The implementation we proposeis a single point in an unexplored
design space. Many other designs are possible, for example ones
that prefetch directly into the cache. There is potential work in the
interpretation of the dependence graphs and prioritization of
prefetch operations. The CT may be used to actively classify load
instructions according to the number and type of outgoing dependences. This classification scheme can drive prefetching decisions, as well as scheduling policies. In section 4.4, we described
the problems associatedwith tree traversal,and outlined a potential
solution involving the dynamic disabling of one dependence. A
dynamic implementation of such a mechanism,or an extendedversion that can prune arbitrary prefetch requests and improve
resource contention and PB pollution, is a possibility as is the
design of an efficient schemeto allow the prefetch engine to run
further ahead.

The use of data dependencebetweeninstructions as an information
primitive and unit of prediction was introduced by Moshovos,
Breach, Vijaykumar and Sohi [ 151,and later refined by Chrysos
and Emer [6]. In the initial work, dependenceprediction was used
to synchronize loads, avoiding misspeculation due to unresolved
dependences.Tyson and Austin [23] and Moshovos and Sohi [ 161
broadenedthe scopeof use of dependenceinformation. They propose to dynamically and transparentlyconvert address-basedactivity to dependence-based activity, to reduce memory
communication latency. We are not aware of any work that uses
instruction dependencespeculation to prefetch.
Other related works include the static access/executedecoupling
proposed by Smith [22] and subsequentdynamic dependencebased decoupling [ 181. Dependence-basedprefetching speculatively decouples the LDS traversal portion from the remainder of
the program, but does so selectively basedon addressdependence.

Future work we find most exciting, however,dealswith the exploration of novel microarchitectural techniques enabledby dynamically collected dependence information. Capturing linked data
structure accessand using it for prefetching is a first step in this
direction. Pointer dependencesare easyto find since the addresses
flow from producer to eventual consumer,unchangedthrough reg-
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isters and spills to and from memory. There are other data structures, sparsematrices and index trees for instance, whose traversal
does not yield addresssequenceswith arithmetic properties. The
nature and organization of mechanismsthat can capture and efficiently represent and exploit these access behaviors is an open
question. Finally, other uses of dependenceinformation may be
possible, in areasunrelated to prefetching in particular or memory
systemmanagementin general.
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